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What is research data management (RDM)?

Processes applied throughout the lifecycle of a research 
project to guide the collection, documentation, storage, 
sharing, and preservation of research data. 

Practices that are integral to conducting responsible 
research and can help researchers save resources by 
ensuring their data is complete, understandable, and 
secure. 
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Presentation Notes
RDM refers to the processes applied throughout the lifecycle of a research project to guide the collection, documentation, storage, sharing, and preservation of research data. RDM practices are integral to conducting responsible research and can help researchers save resources by ensuring their data is complete, understandable, and secure. 



What is research data management (RDM)?

Practices that follow institutional and funding agency 
guidelines like the DRAFT Tri-Agency Research Data 
Management Policy

Enables the broader research community to derive 
maximum value from research data that can be accessed, 
shared, reused and repurposed.
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RDM practices also follow institutional and funding agency guidelines that protect their investments. The broader research community can derive maximum value from research data that can be accessed, shared, reused and repurposed.



What are research data?

Primary sources supporting research, scholarship or 
artistic endeavours

Can be used as evidence to validate findings and results

Is experimental data, observational data, operational data, 
third party data, public sector data, monitoring data, 
processed data, or repurposed data

All other digital and non-digital content have the potential 
to become research data



What are research data?
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SpreadsheetsImagesOutput from sensors and instrumentsTranscriptsSurveysSoftware source code and toolsVideoObservation logs 



Why should I manage my research data?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comply with institutional and or funder recommendations and requirements including the:Tri-Agency Statement of Principles on Data ManagementTri-Agency Open Access Policy on PublicationsDRAFT Tri-Agency Research Data Management PolicyEnhance data FAIRness by proactively planning the management of your research dataMake your research reproducible:When data are archived and shared, results are repeatable and data can be used for re-analysis, thereby validating original research  findings.Comply with data protection law and protect data subjects:  Creating a data management plan will help you to determine how to manage sensitive data and learn what parts of your data should and should not be published.Increase data impact:Sharing research data has been associated with increased citation rates. By doing so you maximize the visibility of the data and make it easier to find.Make research more efficient: Documenting your data throughout its life cycle saves time because it ensures that in the future you and others will be able to understand and use your data.Resourceshttps://www.uu.nl/en/research/research-data-management/guides/data-management-planninghttps://www.library.yorku.ca/web/open/overview/rdmbenefits/https://portagenetwork.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Data_brochure_EN.pdf



https://portagenetwork.ca/training-resources/
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RDM Primer



Plan



Supporting Canadian innovation 
through shared expertise and stewardship of research data

Launched in 2014 by the Canadian Association of Research Libraries, Portage 
works within the library community to coordinate expertise, services, and 
technology in research data management, seeking to collaborate with 
other research data management stakeholders.

http://www.carl-abrc.ca/


How do I manage my research data?

Write a data management plan

Use the Portage DMP Assistant tool to develop your own data 
management plan. It is freely available to all researchers in 
Canada and takes you step-by-step through a series of questions 
based on a general template for research data stewardship.
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Presentation Notes
Make the case for using the DMP Assistant:Driven by best practicesGuided process for creating a DMP using focussed questionsA living document that you can write, iterate, share and revisit at any timeSections of your DMP can be used in your ethics and grant applications.

https://assistant.portagenetwork.ca/
https://assistant.portagenetwork.ca/
https://portagenetwork.ca/


https://assistant.portagenetwork.ca/
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Go to https://assistant.portagenetwork.ca/The DMP Assistant presents you with a series of questions to consider and provides you with resources to make informed decisions about managing your research data.Read the steps on the slide.1. I’m going to cover 4 parts of the tool:Plan details, Data Management Questions, Share (collaboration), Export

https://assistant.portagenetwork.ca/


DMP Assistant

1. Create a DMP using a template

2. Answer data management questions

3. Share your DMP

4. Export your DMP
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1. Create a DMP using a template: If your organization isn’t listed select “not applicable/not listed” and use the Portage template.2. Answer questions: There are 7 sections and 20 questions you’ll be asked when generating your DMP.Export for ethics and funding applicationsTips:It’s important to note that not all questions will apply to all research projects. Researchers are encouraged to answer the questions relevant to their work. Researchers should revisit the tool throughout their research to review or complete their responses.Each section provides guidance and or examples and links to further information that are useful for filling out the form.  If you’re working with a group you and your collaborators can share notes.3. Collaborators are easily added. Select the “share” tab and enter your collaborator’s email and the appropriate level of permission: co-owners have additional rights to edit plan details and control access, editors can contribute to the plan, and read only access is also an option.Then select “add collaborator”.4. You can also select your preferred formats to export. I’ll choose PDF but you can also export editable versions like text or docx.Finally you can select export to download and view your draft DMP….Sections of your DMP can be used in your ethics and grant applications.You have a completed DMP!



https://portagenetwork.ca/training-resources/
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Research Data Management BasicsThe Portage “Good Enough” RDM Guide provides a set of practices researchers can adopt regardless of your data management skills and expertise.It provides 5 basic practices you can adopt when preparing your data for deposit into a data repository: Save your raw data in original format, Backup your dataDescribe your dataProcess your dataArchive and preserve your data. In general these are great data management practices you can apply in any context.Portage has other training resources https://portagenetwork.ca/training-resources/



Create/Process/Analyze
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After the planning stage of the RDM lifecycle, the next stage involves creating, processing and analyzing data. Together these steps are often referred to as active data management, because the data are in use and evolving.We have a several suggestions to help support these activities.



Think Big:  Big Data, AI, Blockchain, …
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Beyond your desktop.Standard “let researchers research rather than CompSci”Think Big.



Research IT Platforms

The unification and integration of computers, storage, 
enterprise software, middleware, training, visualization, and 
analytics which enable researchers to transparently access, 
store, and analyze information.

a.k.a. 
Simplifying Research

or
You don’t need a new degree to play

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-It is important to ensure your files and data are safe and backed up. -Storing data on usb keys, hard drives, or laptops leaves it vulnerable. -Using network or cloud based systems to host your data significantly lowers the risk of it being lost due to an accident.



Platform Examples

CAC Collaborative 
Teaching Platform

for Big Data
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Presentation Notes
-Outside of Queen’s, you may want to check out platforms like Open Science Framework (OSF)-developed and maintained by the Center for Open Science -OSF is a free and open source online project management tool that allows you to document and capture different aspects and products of the research lifecycle



Canada Wide Resources

COMPUTE ONTARIO
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-Outside of Queen’s, you may want to check out platforms like Open Science Framework (OSF)-developed and maintained by the Center for Open Science -OSF is a free and open source online project management tool that allows you to document and capture different aspects and products of the research lifecycle



Queen’s active data storage resources

Secure file storage
• 5 TBs cloud storage through OneDrive
• Teams collaborative platform
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-It is important to ensure your files and data are safe and backed up. -Storing data on usb keys, hard drives, or laptops leaves it vulnerable. -Using network or cloud based systems to host your data significantly lowers the risk of it being lost due to an accident.



External open resources

Free, open source project management tool
• Keep all files, data, protocols in one centralized location
• Control access, including which parts of project are 

public or private
• Connect to 3rd party services (e.g., Dropbox, Google 

Drive, Mendeley, GitHub)
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-Outside of Queen’s, you may want to check out platforms like Open Science Framework (OSF)-developed and maintained by the Center for Open Science -OSF is a free and open source online project management tool that allows you to document and capture different aspects and products of the research lifecycle-OSF acts as a project dashboard or lab notebook where you organize your data and documentation-Collect details about the project including the contributors, date of last update-Wiki to add descriptive information about your project-Add files to the OSF storage, or connect to 3rd party providers like dropbox-Break down your project into different components-Track decision making, progress towards goals and associated files-Provides a way to document and describe your data while you are in the active phase, which saves you time and makes research more efficient.-Come to talk to us at the library for more information and assistance on best practices in this area.



Disseminate/Preserve
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Moving to the next stage of the lifecycle is disseminate or share your data, as well as preserve for long-term accessThis phase is about finding a suitable venue to share your research findings



How do I share my research data?

Deposit your data in to a data repository

Review the Library’s Research Data Management Guide 
and fill out the Data Deposit Request form to begin a 
library mediated deposit of your data in to Scholars Portal 
Dataverse.
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As a researcher, being familiar with the concepts and principles of research data management will help you to understand the best ways to share your data effectivelyQUL has an excellent set of resources to assist you – such as our RDM guide

http://guides.library.queensu.ca/rdm/
http://library.queensu.ca/help-services/ask-us/data-deposit-request
https://dataverse.scholarsportal.info/dataverse/queens


Scholars Portal Dataverse

https://dataverse.scholarsportal.info

Presenter
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Scholars Portal is the service arm of the Ontario Council of University LibrariesDataverse is a research data online platform, open to anyone in the world to deposit and access.Some of the benefits include the fact that it is hosted in Canada on Canadian servers, and the bilingual functionality (toggle between two languages)Dataverse is set up with institutional branding, which means that users can browse data from specific institutions and you can deposit into the Queen’s University dataverse, which helps  to promote research conducted here and boost your research profile.



Dataverses, datasets, files

Dataverse = Container for datasets 
and/or dataverses

Dataset = Container for your data, 
documentation, and code



Dataverse

• Files and Metadata:
– All file formats accepted
– 2GB maximum file upload

• Data citation:
– Digital Object Identifiers
– Establish links between scholarly outputs and data

• Data Licensing:
– Default Creative Commons Zero “No rights reserved”
– Custom data use agreement



Dataverse

• Discoverability
– Integrated with SHARE notification system, Google dataset 

search, and ORCID identifiers that link to your scholarly 
record

• Access:
– Ability to restrict individual files and assign specific 

permissions for collaborators
– IP Group based permissions 

Demo: demodv.scholarsportal.info
Production: dataverse.scholarsportal.info
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SHARE notification system – pulling in dataverse metadata, tracking research outputs, ORCID: you can actually pull in your dataverse records into your ORCID profile

https://demodv.scholarsportal.info/
https://dataverse.scholarsportal.info/


https://portagenetwork.ca/training-resources/
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Research Data Management BasicsThe Portage “Good Enough” RDM Guide provides a set of practices researchers can adopt regardless of your data management skills and expertise.It provides 5 basic practices you can adopt when preparing your data for deposit into a data repository: Save your raw data in original format, Backup your dataDescribe your dataProcess your dataArchive and preserve your data. In general these are great data management practices you can apply in any context.Portage has other training resources https://portagenetwork.ca/training-resources/



How do I share my research data?

Deposit your data in a disciplinary repository 
Consult the Registry of Research Data Repositories re3data.org. 
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You might also consider depositing your data in a discipline specific repository Re3data.org is a registry of research data repositories, currently over 2000 listed there, very comprehensive resource.The library will also assist in finding one that may meet your needs.

https://www.re3data.org/


Reuse
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The next step in the lifecyle is Reuse. Highlight data resources available for use in research and where to find them.



Dataverse Example
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Tour of a datasetThe blue box contains the data citation, including the permanent digital object identifier, and a tool to easily cite the dataset in certain formats.Descriptive metadata is shown below, with description, subject, and keywords. Notice also a link to the publication that this data supports.Tabs provide access to information about the files, metadata, terms of use, and versions.This completed dataset has all the elements needed for you, or anyone else, to view, access and understand how to re-use the data contained withinYou can ...Review a basic description of what the data is, what it's about, and what publications it supportscite the workshare and link to the recordclearly understand what rights you have to access and re-use this workdownload the files that are openly availablecontact the researcher to request access to particular files



Federated Research Data Repository (FRDR)
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Sponsored by through a partnership between Canadian Association of Research Libraries, Portage Network, Compute Canada, FRDR is a national discovery layer for Canadian open research datasets, currently harvesting metadata from 39 repositories, including SP Dataverse. It is a source for Canadian research data available for reuse.Limited production for depositing data



Resources



QUL Research Data Management Services

• Planning for data management
– Data management plans and grant 

applications
• Preparing your data

– Coding, formatting, anonymizing, and 
more, conversion to non-proprietary 
formats

• Documenting your data
– Describing your data so others can 

understand and use it (guide, 
methodology, codebook, data dictionary)

– File naming
• Archiving your data

– Finding an appropriate repository or 
archive

• Making your data discoverable
– Promoting open access, indexing, 

assigning DOI’s



Researcher Training Program

The Research Training Program is an 
expanding set of self-serve training 
modules that will help you to 
successfully manage your digital 
research and scholarship effectively 
throughout the research lifecycle and 
at your point of need:
•Getting Published
•Open Publishing Support
•ORCID and your Research Profile
•Manage your Research Data

Presenter
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The RTP was an output of the Digital scholarly record working group.This group included the membership and support of faculty from CAC and civil engineering, also members from research services, and the school of grad studies , who each were consulted and provided input on these materials.Avoiding Predatory Publishers and ConferencesOpen Access PublishingDistinguishing your research profileManaging your research data

https://library.queensu.ca/help-services/researcher-training-program
https://library.queensu.ca/help-services/researcher-training-program/getting-published
https://library.queensu.ca/help-services/researcher-training-program/open-publishing
https://library.queensu.ca/help-services/researcher-training-program/orcid-and-your-research-profile
https://library.queensu.ca/help-services/researcher-training-program/manage-your-research-data


Library brown bag series



Resources

• DRAFT Tri-Agency Research Data Management Policy
For Consultation

• Portage Network
– DMP Assistant
– RDM Primer
– ‘Good Enough’ Research Data Management
– ‘Good Enough’ Dataverse

• Scholars Portal Dataverse
• QUL Research Data Management Guide
• CIHR Research Data Management learning module
• UBC Research Data Management DataGuide

http://www.science.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_97610.html
https://assistant.portagenetwork.ca/
https://portagenetwork.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Portage-RDM-Primer.pdf
https://portagenetwork.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/RDM-for-busy-ppl-EN.pdf
https://portagenetwork.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Dataverse-BB_EN.pdf
https://dataverse.scholarsportal.info/
https://library.queensu.ca/help-services/research-data-management
http://www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/lms/e/app-rdm-mod1/
https://researchdata.library.ubc.ca/files/2014/10/RDM_DataGuide_V02.7_20150216.pdf


Contact us

Library

Courtney Matthews, Head
Open Scholarship Services

Alexandra Cooper, Data Services 
Coordinator

Meghan Goodchild, Research Data 
Management Systems Librarian

Will Roy, Open Scholarship Services 
Librarian

open.scholarship.services@queensu.ca

Centre for Advanced Computing

Chris MacPhee, Assistant Director, 
Centre for Advanced Computing

chris.macphee@queensu.ca

mailto:open.scholarship.services%20@queensu.ca
mailto:chris.macphee@queensu.ca
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